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Abstract—We study biologically ‘orchestrated’ coherent quantum processes in collections of protein microtubules of brain neurons, which correlate with, and regulate, neuronal synaptic and membrane activity. In this situation the continuous Schrodinger evolution of each such process terminates in accordance with the speciﬁc Diosi–Penrose (DP) scheme of ‘objective reduction’ (‘OR’) of the quantum state. This orchestrated OR activity (‘Orch OR’) is taken to result in moments of conscious awareness and/or choice. We analyze Orch OR in light of advances and developments in quantum physics, computational neuroscience and quantum biology. Much attention is also devoted to the ‘beat frequencies’ of faster microtubule vibrations as a possible source of the observed electro-encephalographic (‘EEG’) correlates of consciousness.
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I.	Introduction
All living cells of plants, animals and humans continuously emit ultraweak biophotons (ultraweak electromagnetic waves) in the optical range of the spectrum, which is associated with their physiological states and can be measured using special equipment. Neural cells also continuously emit biophotons. The intensity of biophotons is in direct correlation with neural activity, cerebral energy metabolism, EEG activity, cerebral blood flow and oxidative processes [1,2]. According to Van Wijk et al [3], there are significant correlations between the fluctuations in biophoton emission and fluctuations in the strength of electrical alpha wave production in the brain. Some unpublished observations suggest that the state of the biophoton field of a person may be connected to the state of the brain as measured by the EEG (e.g., degree of synchronization and coherence) [4]. Certain meditative states characterized by a high degree of coherence in the EEG may well be accompanied by a high degree of coherence in the biophoton field [4], although measurements correlating the coherence of the biophoton field and the EEG readings have not been made yet. In this situation it is very important to study the interaction of biomolecules with biophotons of brain neurons and to quantitatively investigate possible connections between the EEG and the biophoton production.
There is no doubt that EEG waves are deeply involved with the basic functioning of the brain. The EEG waves associated with two distant neurons are strongly correlated and this supports the view that EEG waves are related to the properties of the brain as a coherent quantum system.
In modern optogenetics much attention is devoted to the possibility to manipulate neurons with light [5-7]. In this situation spatially-precise neuronal control and monitor the activities of individual brain neurons are realized with the help of optogenetic actuators (channelrhodopsin, halorhodopsin, archaerhodopsin) and temporally-precise recordings can be made with the help of optogenetic sensors for calcium (Aequorin, Cameleon, GCaMP), chloride (Clomeleon) or membrane voltage (Mermaid).
At present much attention is devoted to the nature of consciousness and mechanism by which it occurs in the brain [8]. In this situation consciousness depends on biologically ‘orchestrated’ coherent quantum processes in collections of microtubules within brain neurons [9]. It is very important to unify micro and macro levels: quantum-statistical properties of quantized fields insight MTs and EEG signals [10], because superradiant optical computing in networks of microtubules may provide a basis for biomolecular cognition and a substrate for consciousness [11], fMRI and SPECT (single-photon emission computed tomography) are also very important tools for investigation of cooperative processes in protein microtubules of brain neurons. There has been a strong recent interest in applying quantum theory in cognitive science [12]. It should be noted that special evaluation of altered states of consciousness (ASC), induction of ASC by different physical methods: electrical stimulation (direct and alternating current), magnetic stimulation, sound (binaural) stimulation compared with placebo in healthy volunteers will give more insight about nature of consciousness from quantum biophysical point of view [13-15].

II.	Fluctuation Function of Protein Microtubules
At present much attention is paid to the coupling between fluctuation function Sz(t) of protein MTs and EEG signal, influence of coherence in biophoton field (Fig. 1) on coherence in neuronal system and correlations between the fluctuations in biophoton emission and fluctuations in the strength of electrical alpha wave production in the brain [10]


Fig. 1. Representation of biophotons produced by mitochondria and the interaction of biophotons with microtubules


Fig. 2. MTs are hollow cylinders composed of protein units called tubulin. The inner diameter of an MT is 17 nm and the outer diameter is 25 nm. The lengths of MTs vary widely from nanometers to micrometers. MTs have been considered to act as QED-cavities [16, 17].

It should be emphasized that MTs have been considered as optical cavities (Fig. 2) [16] with quantum properties [17], capable of supporting only a single mode [18] or perhaps a few widely spaced (in the frequency domain) modes. Rahnama et al [10] is successfully applied a fully quantum mechanical formalism of the Jaynes-Cummings model (JCM) [19-21]. It is noticed that MTs are biological hollow cylinders with a 17 nm inner diameter and a 25 nm outer diameter (Fig. 2) [22], composed of units called tubulin dimers, each of which has the dimensions  [16]. Tubulin can be viewed as a typical two-state quantum mechanical system, where the dimers couple to conformational changes with 10-9 - 10-11 sec transitions due to electron transitions in hydrophobic pockets, corresponding to an angular frequency in the range  [16]. Using a first-order-approximation estimate of the quality factor for the MT cavities (i.e. QMT), it has been found that  [16]. High-quality cavities encountered in Rydberg atom experiments dissipate energy on time scales of  sec and have Q’s which are comparable to QMT [16]. Frequencies of visible light are on the order of THz and Wang et al [23] have detected visible light in the brain as biophotons. Also, transition frequencies in tubulins are on the order of THz [16]. In order to get more physical insight about Quantum Brain Dynamics it is necessary to carefully examine properties of a single protein microtubule [24] from quantum-mechanical point of view. This will give new possibilities for realization and manipulation of quantum information processes with the help of entanglement and non-local canals in the ensemble of microtubules of brain neurons (Fig. 3).


Fig. 3. An ‘integrate-and-ﬁre’ brain neuron, and portions of other such neurons are shown schematically with internal microtubules. In dendrites and cell body/soma (left) involved in integration, microtubules are interrupted and of mixed polarity, interconnected by microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs) in recursive networks (upper circle, right). Dendritic–somatic integration (with contribution from microtubule processes) can trigger axonal ﬁrings to the next synapse. Microtubules in axons are unipolar and continuous. Gap junctions synchronize dendritic membranes, and may enable entanglement and collective integration among microtubules in adjacent neurons (lower circle right). In Orch OR, microtubule quantum computations occur during dendritic/somatic integration, and the selected results regulate axonal ﬁrings which control behavior.

Let us investigate quantum brain dynamics and analyze fluctuation function of MTs in the case, in which MT has three energy state: ground state , first excited  and second excited  biomolecular states. In this situation it is assumed that at the initial moment t = 0 MT is situated in the ﬁrst excited state  and quantized electromagnetic ﬁeld in the Holstein–Primakoﬀ SU(1,1) coherent state [19, 20]
(1)
where  are the eigenvectors of the Casimir operator
                       (2)
k is the so-called Bargmann index and  . In the present model k=½ and SU(1,1) CS can be written through oscillator number states
  (3)
In this case the initial state – vector of the coupled MT - field system takes the following form
                         (4)
Exact analytical solution for state-vector of the MT - field coupled system can be obtained by using Schrodinger equation:
(5)
where dimensionless time is equal , ,  and are MT - field coupling constants [10].
By using solution (5) one can obtain exact analytical solution for fluctuation function Sz(t) in the following manner
           (6)
In ﬁgure 4 we show Sz(t) as a function of time for cases |ξ|=0.6 and 0.9, α = 0.1 and 0.01. In this situation it is observed that the higher the initial mean biophoton number n(t = 0)=|ξ|2/(1−|ξ|2), the higher Sz(t). There are also some jumps in the fluctuation function, in which a strong energy exchange between the MTs and ﬁeld subsystems takes place.
It should be noted that present JCM with intensity-dependent coupling [19, 20] in the best way describes quantum vibrations of MTs of brain neurons and gives more insight about faster microtubule vibrations as a possible source of the observed EEG correlates of consciousness from quantum biophysical point of view.


Fig. 4. Sz(t) as a function of the dimensionless time τ for cases α = 0.1 and 0.01: (a) |ξ|=0.6, (b) |ξ|=0.9.

III.	Quantum Entanglement and Non-local Models of Quantum Information Processes in Microtubules of Brain Neurons

Quantum entanglement is, according to Erwin Schrodinger in 1935, the essence of quantum physics and inspires fundamental questions about the principles of nature. By testing the entanglement of particles we are able to ask fundamental questions about realism and locality in nature. Local realism imposes certain constraints in statistical correlations of measurements on multi-particle systems. Quantum mechanics, however, predicts that entangled systems have much stronger than classical correlations that are independent of the distance between the particles and are not explicable with classical physics.
  In non-local models of quantum mechanics quantum system behaves as a whole no matter how far separated its components. In other words, correlations betwwen electrons or photons, composing the whole quantum system exist at distances much larger than the dimensions of composed parts. It should be noted that experimental demonstration of quantum correlations over more than 10 km was realized by Tittel et al [25]. Moreover, quantum entanglement distribution over 100-kilometre free-space channels are successfully demonstrated by Yin J et al [26]. It should be emphasized that quantum entanglement takes place also in living species, in which biophotons are generated by mitochondria [10]. In this situation each living cell is giving off, or resonating, a biophoton field of coherent energy. If each cell is emitting this field, then the whole living system is, in effect, a resonating field-a ubiquitous nonlocal field. And since biophotons are the entities through which the living system communicates, there is near-instantaneous intercommunication throughout, which is the basis for coherent biological organization - referred to as quantum coherence. Capacity for evolution rests not on aggressive struggle and rivalry but on the capacity for communication and cooperation. In this sense the built-in capacity for species evolution is not based on the individual but rather living systems that are interlinked within a coherent whole: Living systems are thus neither the subjects alone, nor objects isolated, but both subjects and objects in a mutually communicating universe of meaning. Just as the cells in an organism take on different tasks for the whole, different populations enfold information not only for themselves, but for all other organisms, expanding the consciousness of the whole, while at the same time becoming more and more aware of this collective consciousness.
Because protein microtubules of brain neurons are quantum optical devices [9-11], [16, 17] it is instructive to study the generation of squeezing and entanglement in microtubules to obtain more insight about nature of consciousness from quantum biophysical point of view. In this situation non-local correlations takes place between different microtubules of brain neurons and therefore quantum information in the brain may be transmitted through non-local canals (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fu_k8_tae0 (​https:​/​​/​www.youtube.com​/​watch?v=0fu_k8_tae0​)).

IV.	Conclusion
In the present paper the possibility of quantum information processes in MTs of brain neurons is investigated. Much attention is devoted to the quantum-statistical properties of protein microtubules. It is shown that fluctuation function of MTs Sz(t) has the tendency towards oscillations but exact periodicity of Sz(t) oscillations is violated. It should be noted that exact periodicity of Sz(t) oscillations takes place when one of the dipole moment matrix transition elements between neighbouring molecular levels tends to zero. In this situation fluctuation function determines number of generated biophotons in protein microtubules and is connected with oscillations of EEG signal.
Much attention is also devoted to the possibility of entanglement and non-local canals for Quantum Information Processes in microtubules of brain neurons. In this situation entanglement and non-local correlations exist between biophotons and tubulin structures of different MTs, situated at distances much larger than their own dimensions.
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